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Is Core Affect a Natural Kind? John Jenkinson Many theorists have posited a central role for core affect in affectivity, and have subsequently attempted to defend core affect as a natural kind. Scarantino (2009), however, argues that core affect is too heterogeneous a category to function in scientific explanations and inductions, and thus cannot be a natural kind. I argue against Scarantino that if we individuate natural kinds on the basis of homology, a strong case can be made that core affect is a significantly unified category that is indeed able to function in scientific explanations and inductions. Core affect, then, can plausibly be defended as a natural kind. 1: Introduction Core affect is hypothesized to be the feature of emotional experience that accounts for its subjective affective quality—its feeling. Many theorists have suggested a move away from the study of discrete emotional categories1 as irreducibly primitive events toward the study of core affect and its role in emotional episodes. It is only a small, and natural step to the claim that core affect is a natural kind. Andrea Scarantino argues that this would be a mistake; while there is indeed reason to study core affect, it is not a natural kind (Scarantino 2009, 953). I believe that Scarantino is mistaken. I will demonstrate this by extending arguments made by Louis Charland (2002) and for the conclusion that emotion is a natural kind, to core affect. This will motivate a defense of core affect as a natural kind, against Scarantino’s criticisms, and enable me to argue that it is indeed plausible that core affect is a natural kind. While a more conclusive argument would be required to establish that core affect is indeed a natural kind, my goal will be to demonstrate that such a conclusion is highly plausible.



1



Here we can distinguish between discrete emotions and discrete folk emotions. The latter are the categories as used in folk psychological explanations—in our everyday talk of emotion. The former can be understood as the scientific categories that correspond to some extent to certain discrete folk emotions. Some scientists argue that there can be no successful mapping from discrete emotions to discrete folk emotions, while others hold that there can be.



2: The Natural Kind Status of Core Affect Scarantino (2009) has recently argued that core affect is not a natural kind. His argument builds out of a critical argument by Barrett (2006a), claiming that discrete folk emotions are not natural kinds, and that no discrete emotions are natural kinds. In particular, Scarantio argues that the criterion that Barrett uses to demonstrate that discrete (folk) emotions are not natural kinds ends up condemning core affect as well, despite Barrett’s endorsement of core affect theory. I place myself somewhere in between these two authors, for I do not wish to claim that discrete emotions are not natural kinds, yet I do not think the case that Scarantino makes against core affect qua natural kind is successful. In order to demonstrate why this is the case, we first need to be clear on what exactly is at stake regarding the natural kind status of core affect, which requires a sufficiently detailed discussion of natural kinds and core affect theory. 2.1: Natural Kinds Barrett’s privileged theory of natural kinds is that of homeostatic property clusters, as articulated by Boyd (1991, 1999) (Scarantino 2009, 950). This position on natural kinds can be contrasted with the “standard” conception of scientific kinds that developed out of the empiricist tradition, in which natural kinds are defined by “nominal essences” or “by other purely conventional specifications of membership conditions” (Boyd 1999, 142). I will not spend any time defending the homeostatic property cluster view against the standard conception, but will assume here that the advantages of adopting this view are considerable enough to warrant its privileged status in the following discussion. (See Boyd 1991, 1999, and Griffiths 1997 for a more detailed account of the contrast, and defense of homeostatic property clusters.) On the homeostatic property cluster view, natural kinds are real categories in virtue their members sharing some set of correlated properties: “homeostatic property cluster kinds [are]



determined by the members of a cluster of often co-occurring properties by the (‘homeostatic’) mechanisms that bring about their co-occurrence” (Boyd 1991, 141). These properties must be in a state of causal homeostasis, such that their occurrence can be explained by “underlying mechanisms or processes that tend to maintain the presence of the properties” (Boyd 1999, 143; Charland 2002, 514; Scarantino 2009, 950). These underlying causal mechanisms allow the category to be projectable, and thus able to generate scientific explanations, predictions, and generalizations (Griffiths 1997, 188).



Indeed, “[w]hat makes [homeostatic property cluster



kinds] useful to predict and explain is their ability to track relevant causal mechanisms” (Scarantino 2009, 950).



These mechanisms should not necessarily be interpreted as



“microstructural essences,” since they may also “include external forces like those produced by the ecological niche of a species and the “design niche” of an articfact… [or] the shared history that holds together the members of a biological taxon” (Griffiths 1997, 212). The particular domain of such explanations and generalizations will be determined relative to the “inductive and explanatory purposes” of the discipline investigating those kinds (Scarantino 2009, 950). In this respect, a category that functions as a natural kind in one domain might not be regarded as a natural kind relative to another (e.g. psychological kinds might not be biological kinds). In the case of biological kinds, for example, “[t]he causal homeostatic mechanism is descent” (Griffiths 1997, 189). Importantly, this view of natural kinds eliminates the need for necessary and sufficient conditions in the definition of a natural kind, since “[i]mperfect homeostasis is nomologically possible or actual: some thing may display some but not all of the properties in F [a family of properties]; some but not all of the relevant underlying homeostatic mechanisms may be present” (Boyd 1999, 143; Charland 2002, 515). Indeed, Boyd claims that homeostatic property clusters



are individuated like a (type or token) historical object or process: certain changes over time (or in space) in the property cluster or in the underlying homeostatic mechanisms preserve the identity of the defining cluster. In consequence, the properties that determine the conditions for falling under t [a kind term] may vary over time (or space), while t continues to have the same definition (Boyd 1999, 144). Further, not all of the members of class of homeostatic property clusters need to share exactly the same properties (i.e. the clusters can be imperfect), since such clusters may still serve an explanatory function in virtue of being able to track causal mechanisms. However, the ability to function successfully in inductions and explanations will require that such property clusters do share “clusters of correlated properties that permit them to play a productive role in identifying and capturing reliable generalizations” (Charland 2002, 515). Many core affect theorists believe that core affect meets this criterion. Beyond discussing what exactly a theory of natural kinds requires, it is important that we discuss how natural kinds can be individuated—something that Scarantino fails to consider. Natural kinds can be individuated either by analogy or homology (i.e. members of a natural kind can be determined based on either analogy or homology). When a kind is individuated based on analogy, we are individuating it with functional resemblance in mind (Charland 2002, 516). In this respect we can say that bird wings and bat wings are analogous—both traits were selected for based on their ability to perform the function of flying. The problem with individuating based on analogy is that “analogies do no necessarily extend beyond the superficial similarities that define them” (Elster 1999, 239). While bird wings and bat wings may be analogous, they are not homologous: when we individuate kinds by homology, we are individuating based on (evolutionary) history and origins (Charland 2002, 516). Because bird wings and bat wings do not share a common evolutionary origin and history (they evolved through different processes),



they are not homologous, and thus, because they lack the relevant common causal mechanisms, cannot figure in the same “predictive extensions” of the kind (Elster 1999, 239). Griffiths illustrates the difference: “[m]y hips are homologous to those of a horse, but they are analogous to the articulation of an arthropod limb-pair with the rest of the arthropod segment” (Griffiths 2004, 237). Of course, a case needs to be made for individuating kinds based on homology rather than by analogy. One significant consideration is the high degree to which homeostatic property clusters and homology compliment each other: homeostatic property clusters are historical—they change over time but remain a unified category nonetheless. Similarly, when we individuate by homology, the relevant considerations are about history and origins. Individuating by analogy cannot account for the historical aspect that is constitutive of homeostatic property clusters, since functional resemblance exhausts the relevant considerations when individuating kinds in this way. It is precisely because “[h]omologies…include examples of [traits that] have been radically transformed in form and function” that allows homology to accommodate natural kinds as homeostatic property clusters (Griffiths 1997, 64). This is not to say that individuating by analogy is never useful in some domains of explanation, but, arguably, when the domain is restricted by biological and evolutionary considerations, as it certainly is when discussing the ontology of emotion(s) and affect (as we presently are), individuating by homology seems more appropriate. (Again, this is not to say that analogy is not useful when discussing emotion and affect, but rather that it is not as useful when asking the particular questions about emotion and affect that we are presently engaged with (Elster 1999, 240-241).) The distinction between analogy and homology, and the considerations discussed in this section will be crucial later on in the paper, for I believe that a defense against Scarantino’s



argument (that core affect is not a natural kind) can be made by using homology, rather than analogy, to individuate natural kinds. That is, what makes different instances of core affect the same kind is not functional resemblance, but rather shared evolutionary origin and history. However, at this point in the paper it is time to turn to a brief explanation of core affect and core affect theory. 2.2: Core Affect Theory All theories posit theoretical primitives that constitute the basic building blocks out of which the phenomena they explain are composed. According to many core affect theorists, emotion(s) cannot function as a primitive, because emotions are fundamentally directed at objects (i.e. they are intentional states); “the emotion is directed at you, and you are the intentional object” (Russell 2003, 147). Such “an emotion directed at an Object is a complex event, not a primitive element” (Russell 2003, 147). That is, as intentional states, emotions are fundamentally about something. When one is angry, one is angry with someone or something, and when one is fearful, one is fearful of someone or something (where ‘something’ can be some event rather than an object of some sort). This cannot be a primitive state, then, because it is essentially composed of a subjective experience of an intentional object—it has at least two components, and primitives are supposed to be simple (i.e. indivisible). It is reasonable to think, then, that if we seek out emotional events that are free of objects, they will be simple, and plausible candidates for theoretical primitives. Research into dimensional perspectives on emotion has suggested that valence and arousal are found in all emotional experiences, and cannot be divided further into other emotional processes; “[m]uch evidence points to the Object-less dimensions of pleasure— displeasure (pleasure or valence) and activation—deactivation (arousal or energy) as primitive,



universal, and ubiquitous” (Russell 2003, 147-8). These two dimensions constitute core affect. Valence and arousal themselves, although ubiquitous and primitive, are not theoretical primitives on this theory, however. Rather, they are the properties of core affect, which is primitive Core affect is explanatorily useful in that it is able to explain the close relationship between mood and emotion, since it is central to both phenomena.



Mood is defined by



“[p]rolonged core affect with no Object (simple mood) or with a quasi-Object”, while in emotion core affect takes on an object in virtue of the perception of the object’s affective quality—the second primitive in this theory—and a subsequent attribution of affect (Russell 2003, 147-8). Affective quality is the perceived capacity to affect the arousal and valence values in the stimulus, rather than in the individual; the “the ability to cause a change in core affect” (Russell 2003, 147). It is the conjunction of these two primitives that account for all emotional episodes, and the various effects that occur as a result of such episodes. While we can only afford enough space to provide a very general sketch of core affect theory, it is nonetheless worth exploring each theoretical primitive in more detail before turning to Scarantino’s argument. 2.2.1: Core Affect As a theoretical primitive in Russell’s theory, core affect provides the raw phenomenological feeling to affective phenomena that makes them essentially affective. Indeed, Russell claims “[c]ore affect is that neurophysiological state consciously accessible as the simplest raw (nonreflective) feelings evident in moods and emotions” (Russell 2003, 148). As already mentioned, one’s experience of core affect (either in a mood or an emotion) is a fusion of arousal and valence. The values of valence and arousal one experiences correspond to an assessment (presumably non-cognitive), in the form of a feeling, of one’s current condition (Russell 2003, 148). Experiences of change in core affect can occur without it being attributed to



any cause (i.e. without one knowing what is that is causing the change), and in this respect it can be considered free-floating, since it need not refer to any other object—although, of course, affect can eventually be attributed to stimuli. Additionally, core affect is pervasive; core affect is an ever-present phenomenon in an individual’s subjective experience to a greater or lesser extent. When the arousal values of core affect correspond to a high activation, core affect will be the focus of one’s conscious experience, such as when one is in an excited state. Alternatively, “milder core affect is typically a part of the background of the person’s conscious world” rather than the focus of attention (Russell 2003, 148). Importantly, core affect is supposed to be a psychological primitive—core affect cannot be explained by any other psychological phenomena. In this respect, core affect is “irreducible to anything psychological” (Russell 2003, 148). This is not necessarily to say that core affect cannot be further analyzed and reductively explained by underlying neurophysiological phenomena, but to do so is to enter a different domain of explanation. It may be reducible to neurophysiological mechanisms, but it is still psychologically irreducible, and in this sense it is a simple, primitive psychological phenomena. Changes in core affect are a result of a very complex causal story. According to Russell, there is reason to think that individuals will have differences in “average levels of core affect, its volatility, and its responsiveness to types of stimuli” based on certain genetically based differences (Russell 2003, 148). These changes in core affect can be brought about both by internal and external causes: “[t]here are internal temporary causes such as activity of immune cells, diurnal rhythms, and hormone changes,” which all help to establish a physiologically determined base line for one’s core affect that external causes can operate on (Russell 2003, 148). Changes based on external causes will incorporate all relevant sensory information and subsequent cognitive processes, and in this respect, although core affect varies due to non-



conscious phenomena (e.g. hormone change), it is highly sensitive to conscious events (e.g. objects present in one’s perceptual field). However, much of the causal story involved in changes of core affect is inaccessible to individual introspection (Russell 2003, 149). Because core affect is essentially an assessment of one’s current state, it helps guide cognitive processing by motivating the search for positive affective phenomena, and also motivating one to seek out, and avoid, the causes of negative core affect. This is because “change in core affect evokes a search for its cause and therefore facilitates attention to the accessibility of like-valenced material” (Russell 2003, 149). Affective qualities in stimuli are fundamentally derived from their perceived effect on core affect, and, as such, core affect is partly responsible for encoding events and objects in memory as either ‘good’ or ‘bad’ (Russell 2003, 156). Further, core affect is implicated in decision-making, and behavior more generally, since people generally seek to maximize pleasure and avoid unpleasantness, which involves predictions about future core affect. 2.2.2: Affective Quality Affective quality, Russell’s second theoretical primitive, imbues objects and events in one’s environment with meaning and value; [o]bjects, events, and places (real, imagined, remembered, or anticipated) enter consciousness affectively interpreted” (Russell 2003, 149). Our reactions to the objects and events in our environment are mediated by our perceptions of those affective qualities that they possess. We perceive these qualities, and react accordingly— withdrawing if the object is perceived to be unpleasant, and engaging if it is perceived as possessing a pleasant quality. This quality, though importantly related to core affect, is a property of the stimulus rather than the individual: it is the stimulus’ capacity to alter core affect (Russell 2003, 149). Now while affective quality is a property of objects and events in our



environment, it is an estimated and inherently relational property. Objects and events have affective quality only in virtue of their ability to alter core affect. Though importantly related, core affect and affective quality are conceptually distinct: “[c]ore affect can change without reference to any external stimulus, and a stimulus can be perceived as to affective quality with no change in core affect” (Russell 2003, 149). This is in part because affective quality represents core affect in objects, and as such, one need not experience occurrent changes in core affect in order to perceive affective quality in objects. That said, when one does consciously experience a change in core affect in virtue of a stimulus’ capacity to cause such a change (i.e. its affective quality), one attributes the change in affect to the stimulus (attributed affect—which is significant, but not a theoretical primitive).



This



attribution functions to guide one’s attention and behavior to the stimulus and helps determine and maintain the stimulus’ affective quality (Russell 2003, 149). It is Russell’s contention that the processes of core affect, affective quality, and attributed affect, in conjunction with other non-emotional processes (e.g. sensory processes are necessary for attributed affect and affective quality), can account for all emotional episodes. This means that we need not postulate any emotions as basic, or primitive, since they are explicable, and divisible into more basic processes under his framework. I do not wish to pursue this claim here, but will flag it as one that is regarded as controversial by some philosophers. Instead, our discussion of core affect is now sufficiently detailed to examine Scarantino’s argument against core affect as a natural kind. 2.3: Against Core Affect as a Natural Kind Scarantino claims that the primary reason why core affect theorists propose focusing on core affect rather than discrete emotions is that such emotions are not natural kinds (Scarantino



2009, 952). If this is the case, then Barrett’s core affect should be held to the same standard that she holds discrete (folk) emotions to. When it is, Scarantino argues, the case against core affect is stronger even than the case against discrete folk emotions. Scarantino believes that while Barrett’s argument is successful when applied to discrete folk emotions, it is unsuccessful when applied to discrete emotions, since there are theories of discrete emotions (e.g. affect program theory) that do successfully function in explanations and inductions of scientific psychology (Scarantino 2009, 951-2). Scarantino’s argument against core affect as a natural kind proceeds as follows. Core affect is a significantly heterogeneous category, since it subsumes not just emotions, but also moods, and any other feeling involving valence and arousal. Further, “[t]here exist no frequently co-occurring inductively and explanatorily important properties that instances of core affect tend to share by virtue of causal homeostatic mechanisms” (Scarantino 2009, 953). As he points out, this does not mean that all instances of core affect do not share common properties, since each instance of core affect necessarily possesses valence and arousal values. But simply because each instance of core affect possesses some degree of valence and arousal, it does not follow that core affect can successfully function in the explanations and inductions of scientific psychology (the proper scientific domain for any scientific investigation of core affect). This means that there cannot be a unified scientific psychology of core affect, since core affect is so heterogeneous a category that different instances would not be able to figure in the same explanations. There could not be advances in the explanation of the core affect involved in anger that would be useful in explaining a feeling of serenity, despite both phenomena being instances of core affect (Scarantino 2009, 954). This is because the properties, and presumably the mechanisms underlying these properties, are so disparate as a result of one being a mood and the



other an emotion (i.e. a non-intentional state v. an intentional state) that the generalizations and explanations about one instance would not necessarily be true of the other. Even if many of the generalizations happened to apply to many different types of core affect, this would only be coincidental, since they (and core affect more generally) “do not share scientifically important homeostatic causal mechanisms” (Scarantino 2009, 954). Since natural kinds are only useful in virtue of their ability to function in scientific explanations and generalizations, it is therefore implausible that core affect is a natural kind. Now it cannot be denied that in some sense core affect is a greatly heterogeneous category; this is a claim that is explicitly argued for by core affect theorists, such as Russell, who think it a virtue of their emotional framework that because of this heterogeneity it can account for other phenomena so closely related to emotions (such as moods). However, I will argue that despite the appearance of heterogeneity, core affect is in fact a significantly unified category. Yet, even after arguing this, Scarantino’s second premise must be defeated: that precisely because of its heterogeneity, core affect cannot successfully function in scientific inductions and explanations (even if core affect is a unified category, it still needs to be able to function in scientific inductions and explanations in order to be considered a natural kind). In order to accomplish this, one must demonstrate that core affect can successfully function in scientific inductions and explanations. This is what I will now attempt to do. 3: In Defense of Core Affect as a Natural Kind I plan to defend core affect theory against Scarantino’s argument in two ways. First, I will argue that the status of core affect as a natural kind can be defended, or at least made plausible, by appeals to homology motivated by Charland (2002), Griffiths (1997), and Panksepp (1998), which individuates natural kinds by their history and origins, rather than by their function



and resemblance. This is because I believe that a very similar case that Charland (2002) makes for emotion as a natural kind (contrasted with emotions as a natural kind) can be made for core affect. Second, I will demonstrate how this positive argument for the plausibility of core affect as a natural kind constitutes an adequate response to Scarantino’s criticisms. 3.1: Core Affect, Homology, and Neurobiological Kinds Utilizing homology rather than analogy as a method for classification of natural kinds can be of some assistance in picking out capacities for core affect both across and within species. This allows for natural kinds to be individuated in terms of evolutionary history and origin rather than function and resemblance (as in analogy) (Charland 2002, 517). This means that the particular instances of core affect need not resemble each other in terms of their function, or perhaps even their valence and arousal levels, while still being classified as members of the same kind in virtue of their shared history and origin. In this respect, core affect may indeed be a heterogeneous category, but it remains unified in virtue of homologous structures. While a proper exploration would require much more extensive research and discussion, it is plausible that core affect can be considered a neurobiological kind. A conclusive positive argument for this claim cannot be sufficiently provided here, so I will outline a research program that can aid in demonstrating that core affect is a neurobiological kind. Now the systems that constitute the homologous structures responsible for the unity of core affect as a category are going to be diverse, but fundamentally core affect is a neurophysiological process, and as such the systems will be neurobiological (Russell 2003, 148). As such, the cluster of properties sustained by those systems will be “defined by a specific neuroanatomical and neurochemical profile” (Charland 2002, 517). Since these property clusters are sustained by homologous structures, the properties present in the cluster may vary on



different occasions as long as they indeed are being sustained by those homologous structures. Call these specific property clusters ‘neural property clusters’ (Charland 2002, 517).



The



structure of these particular neural property clusters can plausibly be explained by a common evolutionary history. While I cannot convincingly determine what this particular structure is, I will make some suggestions. 3.1.1 Panksepp’s Criteria Panksepp (1998) has provided a list of seven criteria for determining whether a system can be defined as ‘emotional.’ These criteria are not meant to function as necessary and sufficient conditions, but rather to point towards a unifying cluster of properties that are homologies, and can thus be attributed to all individuals with relevantly common evolutionary history (Charland 2002, 520). As such, for a system to be an emotional system, it must posses all or most of the properties implicated in the criteria. I believe that these seven criteria can provide a model out of which we can compose seven criteria that determine whether a system can be defined as a core affect system. Indeed, the relevant physiological properties in Panksepp’s emotional criteria will remain the same for core affect. Most of the necessary modifications are simply translations from emotion theory to core affect theory. I will now demonstrate that each of Panksepp’s criteria can be modified in this way, thus providing a model by which to designate core affect systems. Panksepp’s first criterion is that “[t]he underlying circuits are genetically predetermined and designed to respond unconditionally to stimuli arising from major life challenging circumstance” (Panksepp 1998, 48). Core affect plausibly meets this criterion (when relevantly modified). For “[i]n proportion to its intensity and rapidity of change, core affect evokes attributions, either automatically or deliberately” (Russell 2003, 156). Even in the case when



affect attribution is a product of deliberation, core affect still responds to the stimuli by motivating the individual to seek out the cause of the change in core affect. Further, this response system is plausibly “genetically predetermined and designed” since core affect “is a biological product of evolution”, and since “individual differences in average levels of core affect, its volatility, and its responsiveness to types of stimuli” are in part genetically based (Russell 2003, 156, 148). The second criterion states that “[t]hese circuits organize diverse behaviors by activating or inhibiting motor subroutines and concurrent autonomic-hormonal changes that have proved adaptive in the face of such life-challenging circumstances during the evolutionary history of the species” (Panksepp 1998, 49). Something like this appears to be true of core affect, but the responses generated by changes in core affect cannot generate instrumental behavior. Indeed, Russell claims that “core affect is not sufficient to produce instrumental behavior... additional mechanisms are therefore required. Muscle tension and autonomic nervous system changes may, however, be direct consequences of core affect” (Russell 2003, 156). This, however, appears to be sufficient to capture what is required by the second criterion, for the changes in muscle tension and the autonomic nervous system that core affect causes orient the organism towards its stimulus in a way that is advantageous. Thus, the presence of a system that generates these responses would contribute to the overall fitness of the organism. For example, if the stimulus was a lion, the change in core affect would cause an increase in muscle tension, respiration and heart rate, which would better enable “fight or flight” behavior. Panksepp’s third criterion is that “[e]motive circuits change the sensitivities of sensory systems that are relevant for the behavioral sequences that have been aroused” (Panksepp 1998, 49). This is also true of core affect, since “[n]egative core affect generally leads to more detailed



and critical thinking, whereas positive core affect leads to more heuristic and divergent thinking” (Russell 2003, 156). Further, “[p]leasant core affect facilitates attention to and the accessibility of positive material; unpleasant core affect facilitates attention to and the accessibility of negative material” (Russell 2003, 156). Interpreting the third criterion to be true of core affect appears to be unproblematic as well. The fourth criterion requires that “[n]eural activity of emotive systems outlasts the precipitating circumstances” (Panksepp 1998, 49). While Russell does not provide explicit data demonstrating that the neural activity associated with core affect outlasts its stimulus, it is clear that something like this has to be the case. Indeed, Russell does claim that “[c]hanges [in core affect] can be short lived or long lasting (as in clinical depression)” (Russell 2003, 148). In the case of depression caused as a result of the death of a loved one, the change in core affect can outlast the precipitating circumstance (i.e. the death) by several years. This is also probably the case even when the changes are short lived, since core affect is “part of action preparation and behavioral choice” (Russell 2003, 156). If neural activity associated with core affect dissipated immediately after the precipitating event, it is unlikely that core affect could play the role in action preparation and behavioral choice that it does. The fifth criterion is: “[e]motional circuits can come under the conditional control of emotionally neutral environmental stimuli” (Panksepp 1998, 49). What Panksepp means by this is that “[t]hese [emotional] systems can be modulated by cognitive inputs” (Panksepp 1998, 48). This is true of core affect as well: [i]nformation from the world is taken in and processed in relation to expectations, knowledge, goals, standards, and attitudes. Each stimulus primes memories and associations. An event is experienced in the context of a set of alternatives that might have been… Progress toward a goal is pleasant, frustration unpleasant (Russell 2003, 155).



When the processes that Russell is describing occur, one’s experience of core affect is mediated by cognitive processes. For example, when one attempts and fails to build a card house, the change one experiences in core affect (i.e. the experience of frustration) only occurs because the events are being processed relative to a (cognitive) goal (the completion of a card house). Nothing in the cards themselves, or in their resistance to conform to a particular architecture, carries any affective weight or quality.



It is only in virtue of higher cognitive processes



modulating one’s core affect systems that one experiences the failure in a unpleasant manner, and the degree to which it is experienced as unpleasant will be determined by the degree to which one desired the realization of that particular goal. Conversely, Panksepp’s sixth criterion requires that “Emotive circuits have reciprocal interactions with the brain mechanisms that elaborate higher decision-making processes and consciousness” (Panksepp 1998, 49). Again, this is true of core affect, since it “influences behavior from reflexes… to complex decision making” (Russell 2003, 149). More specifically, core affect “is implicated in attention, perception, thinking, judgment, mental stimulation, and retrieval from memory” (Russell 2003, 156). In the case of decision making, “[o]ne might decide to purchase a product that one evaluates highly because one’s pleasant core affect led one to attend to that product’s positive features” (Russell 2003, 156). This would certainly require reciprocal interactions with the higher cognitive processes that Panksepp discusses. Finally, Panksepp’s seventh criterion states: “emotive circuits must be able to generate affective feelings” (Panksepp 1998, 49). This criterion simply needs to be reformulated as “core affect circuits must be able to generate values of arousal at some degree of activation” to preserve the spirit of Panksepp’s criterion.



It appears to be the case, then, that each of



Panksepp’s seven criteria can be reinterpreted, thus providing criteria by which to designate a



system as a core affect system. This can subsequently allow us to define the relevant neural property clusters for a core affect system. Importantly, these neural property clusters will be evolutionary homologies in that the structures that underlie them are inherited, and, as such, will be shared by all organisms with the relevant ancestry (which will plausibly include all mammals, and perhaps other members of the animal kingdom, depending on when, phylogenetically, core affect developed). If this is so, then the homologies will be definable as homeostatic property cluster kinds, and we have thus demonstrated that there is a case to be made for core affect as a natural kind. Of course, a more extensive examination of the current research on core affect will be required to determine exactly which homologous structures are responsible for sustaining these neural property clusters, and perhaps more research will be required, but there is no reason in principle why this cannot be demonstrated. 3.2: Core Affect and Psychological Kinds Beyond being a neurobiological kind, core affect is plausibly a psychological kind as well. In order for it to be plausible that core affect is a psychological kind, two criteria need to be met: (1) core affect needs to involve, or be, its own distinct kind of representational state that is irreducible to other kinds of psychological states; (2) core affect must be governed by its own special regularities and laws (Charland 2002, 522-3). Core affect quite plausibly meets each criterion. Like emotions, core affect plausibly involves its own distinct form of representation: affective representation. Russell quite clearly states that core affect is fundamentally irreducible: “[t]he subjective experience [of core affect] is simple and primitive and therefore irreducible to anything else psychological” (Russell 2003, 148). Arguably, core affect constitutes its own



special class of affective representation, in that, unlike other forms of representation, it lacks an object. Some might argue that this makes it fundamentally nonrepresentational, but I do not think this is quite right. For while core affect indeed lacks an object, it does represent values of arousal and activation that constitute an assessment of one’s current condition (where ‘condition’ could be either psychological or somatic) (Russell 2003, 148). As such, core affect represents one’s current state. This objectless form of representation is clearly primitive—indeed core affect was specifically sought out because the affective representation involved in emotional episodes was thought to be complex, and so could not be a primitive in theories of emotion (Russell 2003, 147). Thus, we have demonstrated that core affect plausibly meets (1). The claim that core affect is governed by its own distinct set of laws and regularities will be more difficult to demonstrate. An instance of a plausible regularity concerning core affect has already been provided: core affect will evoke affect attributions in proportion to the rapidity and intensity of its change (Russell 2003, 156). In this respect, core affect causes seeking behavior— in experiencing a change in core affect, one seeks out the cause of such change. A further regularity that can be demonstrated is based on mood congruency: “[p]leasant core affect facilitates attention to and the accessibility of positive material; negative core affect facilitates attention to and the accessibility of negative material” (Russell 2003, 156). Put more generally, one can say that core affect facilitates attention to and the accessibility of material relative to its values of valence and arousal. Of course, and perhaps most importantly, core affect will be subject to regularities in virtue of its role in constructing emotional episodes. I do not have space to recount the role that core affect plays in constructing emotional episodes, but a plausible account can be found in Russell (2003) (Cf. Russell 2003, 150-1). Each of the regularities presented here are unique to core affect, and without them, significant aspects of affect-related



behavior could not be captured. For example, it is the contention of Russell that emotional behavior (i.e. behavior that results from emotional episodes) does not make sense unless we posit core affect, and the same is arguably true in behavior related to affect attribution (i.e. seeking causes of core affect change). Each of these regularities is presumably unique to core affect, but a more extensive survey of the literature on the correlation between core affect and behavior will need to be undertaken in order to make the suggestion conclusive. Nonetheless, it is at least plausible that core affect meets (2). Since it is likely that core affect meets these two criteria, this makes it plausible that core affect is a psychological kind. Given that core affect is plausibly a psychological kind as well as a neurobiological kind, there appears to be consilience between psychology and neurobiology. That is, neurobiology and psychology are converging on the existence of primitive valence and arousal dimensions. Indeed, Russell points out that this consilience is exactly what is occurring: scientific examinations of behavior (both cognitive and outward), biology (including evolutionary biology and physiology), as well as cross-culture studies on affect in language, all point to the existence of core affect as a primitive feature of affectivity (Russell 2003, 153). In virtue of shared homologous structures, organisms with the relevant ancestry have the capacity to represent their current condition to themselves, and mediated by changes in valence and arousal values, are able to appraise, and thus appropriately respond to, stimuli in their environment (Russell 2003, 158). 3.3: Response to Scarantino Now that a positive case has been made for the claim that core affect is a natural kind, we can examine whether Scarantino’s criticisms hold up. Recall Scarantino’s two premises: (i) that core affect is a heterogeneous category, and (ii) that as a result of its heterogeneity, core affect



cannot successfully function in scientific explanations and inductions. The discussions in the previous two sections have provided a way to reject both premises. While it may be true that core affect forms a heterogeneous category when we individuate it by of function and resemblance, we need not individuate it this way. That is, we can individuate core affect in terms of homology rather than analogy (indeed, this seems to make more sense given that Scarantino’s argument is against core affect as a homeostatic property cluster kind). As has been demonstrated in §3.1, a strong case can be made that core affect is a (unified) neural property cluster, the properties of which are sustained by homologous structures that are shared in virtue of a common ancestry. As I have indicated, this claim needs to be substantiated by more empirical evidence, and by a more extensive exploration of such research. Nonetheless, it is very plausible that such homologous structures exist. This means that, while there is a sense in which (i) is true, it is not true if we individuate core affect by homology. We can thus reject (i). If we can reject (i) by utilizing homology to individuate kinds, then (ii) can be rejected for similar reasons. Considerations from §3.2 make this apparent; clearly, core affect can function in scientific explanations and inductions. Part (if not all) of Scarantino’s motivation for (ii) comes from the fact that core affect is central in explaining both emotions and moods—two disparate categories. As a result, inductions and explanations involving core affect’s role in moods cannot shed any light on core affect’s role in emotional episodes. I believe that this is a misrepresentation of core affect theory. What differentiates mood and emotion, as well as individual moods and emotions, is not merely change in activation and arousal.



Rather



“[d]ifferentiation requires other parts” (Russell 2003, 154). That is, core affect alone does not explain these differences. Russell’s other posits—in particular, affective quality and attributed



affect—are required to explain the differences that underlie emotion and mood. Core affect, then, is not significantly different in instances of fear and instances of fatigue, for example, except for the differences in the degree of valence and arousal. What is different, however, is the role that core affect plays in each episode, and this can be explained by reference to Russell’s other posits. This means that (ii) is implausible. As such, we can reject Scarantino’s argument, and his conclusion that core affect is not a natural kind. 4: Conclusion If we run an argument parallel to the one Charland makes in demonstrating that emotion is a natural kind, only applied to core affect rather than emotion, it appears to be the case that Scarantio’s argument against core affect is implausible. This is because Scarantino individuates kinds by analogy, yet there is reason to think that core affect can be individuated by homology instead. Further, individuating natural kinds by homology rather than analogy can help motivate the claim that core affect can function successfully in scientific explanations and inductions. Now, as I have indicated throughout this paper, my argument is only preliminary. Nonetheless, it is still effective against Scarantino’s criticisms since it refutes his premises, and at the same time demonstrates at least the plausibility of core affect as a natural kind. His conclusion, “that core affect, just like discrete folk emotions, is not a natural…kind” cannot be sustained (Scarantino 2009, 954). However, several projects need to be completed in order for the claim that core affect is a natural kind to be conclusive. First, proper research, or examination of extant research, needs to be undertaken in order to explicitly define the homologous structures that underlie core affect. Additionally, more research and examination of extant research needs to be undertaken in order to establish proper regularities and laws unique to the psychological study of



core affect. Once these tasks are completed, it may conclusively be stated that core affect is a natural kind. While Scarantino is correct to point out that the continued scientific study of core affect ought not turn on whether or not core affect is a natural kind, the debate about the natural kind status of core affect is not without consequence. One of the significant implications of the outcome of this debate is that if core affect is indeed a natural kind, then the examination of the affectivity itself, as well as relationship between affectivity and consciousness, or other features of cognition (e.g. reason more generally), cannot be done absent the scientific study of these phenomena. Given that core affect is unified as a category by underlying neurophysiological and psychological mechanisms that are shared among a significant number of non-human animals (mammals specifically), looking at the nature of the relationships that affectivity bears with other cognitive processes cannot be successful without involving to a great extent those underlying mechanisms and processes.



Otherwise, we engage in blind speculation that will likely be



fruitless. It would appear to be the case, then, that philosophical study of affectivity cannot be done independent of the science of affectivity. There are also important, if not obvious, consequences for many non-human animals as well. If core affect is indeed a natural kind, then depending on when the relevant mechanisms that underlie core affect (phylogenetically) developed, it is very likely that a great number of non-human animals possess the capacity for core affect. Indeed, since these mechanisms are probably not recent phylogenetic developments, it is plausible that many (if not most) mammals possess this capacity. Given that core affect imbues affective experience with its subjective quality, this would have significant implications for the study of consciousness in both humans



and non-human animals, and would demand a reassessment of our treatment of (at least mammalian) animals.
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